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Cold Steel Tomahawk War Hawk

Category:

Product ID: 90PTWH
Manufacturer: Cold Steel
Price: 66.00 EUR
Availability: In stock

See it in our store.

Our War Hawk represents the future of modern tactical Tomahawk design.
Its sharp cutting edge and wedge style spike offer numerous tactical "options" for our nation's modern warriors. Drop
forged from 5150 carbon steel and expertly differentially hardened, the head of the War Hawk will withstand tremendous
blows as well as the awful stress of prolonged use.
The handle of our War Hawk is also highly resistant to shock and impact and will withstand abuse that would easily break
even a tough hickory handle. And, as an added benefit, is easily and cheaply replaced when finally worn out or broken
from repeated throwing*
Finally, to help protect its owner from its cutting edge and sharp spike, it comes with a patented innovative articulated
Secure- Ex™ sheath.
Our War Hawk combines the tactical styling and material used in our famous War Hawk with historically inspired design
elements from classic fighting hand-axes of old.
With its wide "bearded" axe head and curved reinforced reverse Tanto style spike it is a thoroughly modern fighting hawk
and breaching tool - Capable of cutting or smashing through virtually any obstacle!
NOTE: any handle can, and will, break eventually.

Product parameters:
• Total length: 49 cm
• Hawk length: 21,5 cm
• Blade length: 9 cm
• Steel: 5150
• Weight: 820 g
• Scabbard: Secure-Ex

Cold Steel is a world known maker of knives, swords and other edged weapons and tools, all products are made of best
available materials. Company was founded in 1980 by company president, Lynn C. Thompson. The company's products
include fixed blade knives, folding knives, swords, machetes, tomahawks, kukris, blowguns, walking sticks, and other
martial arts–related items.
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